
Enzymes 

I.  OVERVIEW

V i rtually all reactions in the body are mediated by enzymes, which

are protein catalysts that increase the rate of reactions without

being changed in the ove rall process. Among the many biologic

reactions that are energetically possibl e, enzymes selectively chan-

nel reactants (called substrates) into useful pathway s. Enzymes

thus direct all metabolic eve n t s. This chapter examines the nature

of these catalytic molecules and their mechanism of action.

II.  NOMENCLATURE 

Each enzyme is assigned two names. The first is its short, recom-

mended name, convenient for eve ry d ay use. The second is the

more complete systematic name, which is used when an enzyme

must be identified without ambiguity. 

A. Recommended name

Most commonly used enzyme names have the suffix “-a s e ”

attached to the substrate of the reaction (for example, glucosi -

d a s e, urease, sucra s e), or to a description of the action

p e r fo rmed (for ex a m p l e, lactate dehy d r o g e n a s e and a d e ny l y l

c y c l a s e). [Note: Some enzymes retain their original tri v i a l

names, which give no hint of the associated enzymic reaction,

for example, trypsin and pepsin.]

B. Systematic name

The International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

(IUBMB) developed a system of nomenclature in which

enzymes are divided into six major classes (Figure 5.1), each

with numerous subgroups. The suffix -ase is attached to a fairly

complete description of the chemical reaction catalyzed, includ-

ing the names of all the substrates; for example D-glyceralde -

hyde 3-phosphate:NAD ox i d o r e d u c t a s e. The IUBMB names

are unambiguous and informative, but are frequently too cum-

bersome to be of general use.
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III.  PROPERTIES OF ENZYMES

Enzymes are protein catalysts that increase the velocity of a chemical

reaction, and are not consumed during the reaction they catalyze.

[Note: Some types of RNA can act like enzymes, usually catalyzing the

c l e avage and synthesis of phosphodiester bonds. RNAs with catalytic

activity are called ribozymes (see p. 436), and are much less commonly

encountered than protein catalysts.] 

A. Active sites

Enzyme molecules contain a special pocket or cleft called the active

s i t e. The active site contains amino acid side chains that create a

three-dimensional surface complementary to the substrate (Figure

5.2). The active site binds the substra t e, fo rming an enzyme–sub-

s t rate (ES) complex. ES is conve rted to an enzyme–product (EP)

complex that subsequently dissociates to enzyme and product.

B. Catalytic efficiency

Most enzyme-catalyzed reactions are highly efficient, proceeding

from 103 to 108 times faster than uncatalyzed reactions. Ty p i c a l l y,

each enzyme molecule is capable of transforming 100 to 1000 sub-

s t rate molecules into product each second. The number of

molecules of substrate conve rted to product per enzyme molecule

per second is called the turnover number, or kcat.

C. Specificity

Enzymes are highly specific, interacting with one or a few substrates

and catalyzing only one type of chemical reaction.

Because enzymes are extremely selective fo r

their substra t e s, the set of enzymes made in a

cell determines which metabolic pathways occur

in that cell.

D. Holoenzymes

Some enzymes require molecules other than proteins for enzymic

a c t i v i t y. Holoenzyme refers to the active enzyme with its nonprotein

component, whereas the enzyme without its nonprotein moiety is

t e rmed an apoenzyme and is inactive. If the nonprotein moiety is a

metal ion such as Zn2 + or Fe2 +, it is called a cofa c t o r. If it is a small

organic molecule, it is termed a coenzyme. Coenzymes that only

t ransiently associate with the enzyme are called cosubstra t e s.

C o s u b s t rates dissociate from the enzyme in an altered state (NAD+

and coenzyme A are ex a m p l e s, see pp. xxx and xxx). If the coen-

zyme is permanently associated with the enzyme and returned to its

o riginal fo rm, it is called a prosthetic group (FAD is an example; see

p. xxx). Coenzymes frequently are deri ved from vitamins. For ex a m-

p l e, NAD+ contains niacin, coenzyme A contains pantothenic acid,

and FAD contains ri b o f l avin (see Chapter xx).  
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E. Regulation

Enzyme activity can be regulated, that is, enzymes can be activated

or inhibited, so that the rate of product fo rmation responds to the

needs of the cell. 

F. Location within the cell

M a ny enzymes are localized in specific organelles within the cell

(Figure 5.3). Such compartmentalization serves to isolate the reac-

tion substrate or product from other competing reactions. This pro-

vides a favo ra ble environment for the reaction, and organizes the

thousands of enzymes present in the cell into purposeful pathway s.

IV.  HOW ENZYMES WORK

The mechanism of enzyme action can be viewed from two different per-

s p e c t i ve s. The first treats catalysis in terms of energy changes that

occur during the reaction, that is, enzymes provide an alternate, ener-

getically favorable reaction pathway different from the uncatalyzed reac-

tion. The second perspective describes how the active site chemically

facilitates catalysis.

A. Energy changes occurring during the reaction 

V i rtually all chemical reactions have an energy barrier separa t i n g

the reactants and the products. This barrier, called the free energy

of activation, is the energy difference between that of the reactants

and a high-energy intermediate that occurs during the formation of

product. For example, Figure 5.4 shows the changes in energy dur-

ing the conversion of a molecule of reactant A to product B as it pro-

ceeds through the transition state (high-energy intermediate), T*: 

A   T *  B

1. Free energy of activation: The peak of energy in Figure 5.4 is the

difference in free energy between the reactant and T*, where the

high-energy intermediate is formed during the conversion of reac-

tant to product. Because of the high free energy of activation, the

rates of uncatalyzed chemical reactions are often slow.

2. Rate of reaction: For molecules to react, they must contain suffi-

cient energy to overcome the energy barrier of the transition state.

In the absence of an enzyme, only a small proportion of a popula-

tion of molecules may possess enough energy to achieve the

t ransition state between reactant and product. The rate of reac-

tion is determined by the number of such energized molecules. In

g e n e ral, the lower the free energy of activation, the more

molecules have sufficient energy to pass through the tra n s i t i o n

state, and, thus, the faster the rate of the reaction.

3. Alternate reaction pathway: An enzyme allows a reaction to pro-

ceed rapidly under conditions prevailing in the cell by providing an

alternate reaction pathway with a lower free energy of activation

(Figure 5.4). The enzyme does not change the free energies of

the reactants or products and, therefo r e, does not change the

equilibrium of the reaction (see p. xxx). It does, however, acceler-

ate the rate with which equilibrium is reached.

→←→←
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B. Chemistry of the active site

The active site is not a passive receptacle for binding the substrate,

but rather is a complex molecular machine employing a diversity of

chemical mechanisms to facilitate the conversion of substrate to

product. A number of factors are responsible for the catalytic effi-

ciency of enzymes, including the following:

1. Transition-state stabilization: The active site often acts as a flexi-

ble molecular template that binds the substrate in a geometri c

structure resembling the activated transition state of the molecule

(see T* at the top of the curve in Figure 5.4). By stabilizing the

substrate in its transition state, the enzyme greatly increases the

concentration of the reactive intermediate that can be converted

to product and, thus, accelerates the reaction. 

2. Other mechanisms: The active site can provide catalytic groups

that enhance the probability that the transition state is formed. In

some enzymes, these groups can participate in general acid-base

catalysis in which amino acid residues provide or accept protons.

In other enzymes, catalysis may involve the transient formation of

a covalent enzyme-substrate complex. The mechanism of action

of chymotrypsin, an enzyme of protein digestion in the intestine,

includes general base, general acid, and covalent catalysis. A his-

tidine at the active site of the enzyme gains (general base) and

looses (general acid) protons, mediated by the pK of histidine in

proteins being close to physiologic pH. Serine at the active site

forms a covalent link with the substrate.

3. Visualization of the transition-state: The enzyme-catalyzed con-

version of substrate to product can be visualized as being similar

to removing a sweater from an uncooperative infant (Figure 5.5).

The process has a high energy of activation because the only

reasonable strategy for removing the garment (short of ripping it

off) requires that the random flailing of the baby results in both

a rms being fully extended over the head—an unlikely posture.

H oweve r, we can envision a parent acting as an enzyme, first

coming in contact with the baby (fo rming ES), then guiding the

baby’s arms into an extended, vertical position, analogous to the

ES transition state. This posture (conformation) of the baby facili-

tates the removal of the sweater, forming the disrobed baby, which

here represents product. [Note: The substrate bound to the

enzyme (ES) is at a slightly lower energy than unbound substrate

(S) and explains the small “dip” in the curve at ES.]

V.  FACTORS AFFECTING REACTION VELOCITY

Enzymes can be isolated from cells, and their properties studied in a

test tube (that is, in vitro). Different enzymes show different responses

to changes in substrate concentration, temperature, and pH. This sec-

tion describes factors that influence the reaction velocity of enzymes.

Enzymic responses to these factors give us valuable clues as to how

enzymes function in living cells.
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A. Substrate concentration

1. Maximal velocity: The rate or velocity of a reaction (v) is the num-

ber of substrate molecules conve rted to product per unit time;

velocity is usually expressed as µmol of product fo rmed per

minute. The rate of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction increases with

substrate concentration until a maximal velocity (Vmax) is reached

(Figure 5.6). The leveling off of the reaction rate at high substrate

c o n c e n t rations reflects the saturation with substrate of all ava i l-

able binding sites on the enzyme molecules present.

2. Hyperbolic shape of the enzyme kinetics curve: Most enzymes

show Michaelis-Menten kinetics (see p. 58), in which the plot of

initial reaction velocity, vo, against substrate concentration [S], is

hyperbolic (similar in shape to that of the ox y g e n - d i s s o c i a t i o n

curve of myoglobin, see p. 29). In contrast, allosteric enzymes fre-

quently show a sigmoidal curve (see p. 62) that is similar in shape

to the oxygen-dissociation curve of hemoglobin (see p. 29).

B. Temperature

1. Increase of velocity with temperature: The reaction ve l o c i t y

increases with temperature until a peak velocity is reached

(Figure 5.7). This increase is the result of the increased number

of molecules having sufficient energy to pass over the energy bar-

rier and form the products of the reaction.

2. Decrease of velocity with higher temperature: F u rther elevation of

the temperature results in a decrease in reaction velocity as a

result of temperature-induced denaturation of the enzyme (see

Figure 5.7).

The optimum temperature for most human

enzymes is between 35 and 40°C. Human

enzymes star t to denature at tempera t u r e s

above 40°C, but thermophil bacteria found in the

hot springs have optimum temperatures of 70 °C.

C. pH 

1. Effect of pH on the ionization of the active site: The concentra-

tion of H+ affects reaction velocity in several ways. First, the cat-

alytic process usually requires that the enzyme and substra t e

h ave specific chemical groups in either an ionized or unionize d

state in order to interact. For ex a m p l e, catalytic activity may

require that an amino group of the enzyme be in the protonated

form (–NH3
+). At alkaline pH, this group is deprotonated, and the

rate of the reaction, therefore, declines.

2. E f fect of pH on enzyme denaturation: Extremes of pH can also

lead to denaturation of the enzyme, because the structure of the

catalytically active protein molecule depends on the ionic charac-

ter of the amino acid side chains. 
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3. The pH optimum varies for different enzymes: The pH at which

maximal enzyme activity is achieved is different for diffe r e n t

e n z y m e s, and often reflects the [H+] at which the enzyme func-

tions in the body. For example, pepsin, a digestive enzyme in the

stomach, is maximally active at pH 2, whereas other enzymes,

designed to work at neutral pH, are denatured by such an acidic

environment (Figure 5.8).

VI.  MICHAELIS-MENTEN EQUATION

A. Reaction model 

Leonor Michaelis and Maude Menten proposed a simple model that

accounts for most of the features of enzyme-catalyzed reactions. In

this model, the enzyme reve r s i bly combines with its substrate to

form an ES complex that subsequently yields product, regenerating

the free enzyme. The model, involving one substrate molecule, is

represented below:

where S is the substrate

E is the enzyme

ES is the enzyme-substrate complex

P is the product

k1, k-1, and k2 are rate constants 

B. Michaelis-Menten equation

The Michaelis-Menten equation describes how reaction ve l o c i t y

varies with substrate concentration:

where vo = initial reaction velocity

Vmax = maximal velocity

Km = Michaelis constant  = (k-1 + k2)/k1

[S] = substrate concentration

The fo l l owing assumptions are made in deriving the Michaelis-

Menten rate equation:

1. Relative concentrations of E and S: The concentration of sub-

s t rate ([S]) is much greater than the concentration of enzyme

([E]), so that the percentage of total substrate bound by the

enzyme at any one time is small.

2. S t e a dy-state assumption: [ES] does not change with time (the

steady-state assumption), that is, the rate of fo rmation of ES is equal

to that of the breakdown of ES (to E + S and to E + P). In genera l ,

an intermediate in a series of reactions is said to be in steady-state

when its rate of synthesis is equal to its rate of degradation. 
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3. Initial velocity: Initial reaction velocities (vo) are used in the analy-

sis of enzyme reactions. This means that the rate of the reaction is

measured as soon as enzyme and substrate are mixed. At that

t i m e, the concentration of product is ve ry small and, therefo r e, the

rate of the back reaction from P to S can be ignored.

C. Important conclusions about Michaelis-Menten kinetics

1. Characteristics of Km: Km—the Michaelis constant—is character-

istic of an enzyme and its particular substra t e, and reflects the

affinity of the enzyme for that substrate. Km is numerically equal to

the substrate concentration at which the reaction velocity is equal

to 1⁄ 2 Vmax. Km does not vary with the concentration of enzyme.

a. Small Km: A nu m e rically small (low) Km reflects a high affinity of

the enzyme for substra t e, because a low concentration of sub-

s t rate is needed to half-saturate the enzyme—that is, reach a

velocity that is 1⁄2 Vm a x (Figure 5.9).

b. Large Km: A numerically large (high) Km reflects a low affinity

of enzyme for substrate because a high concentration of sub-

strate is needed to half-saturate the enzyme.

2. Relationship of velocity to enzyme concentration: The rate of the

reaction is directly proportional to the enzyme concentration at all

substrate concentrations. For example, if the enzyme concentra-

tion is halved, the initial rate of the reaction (vo), as well as that of

Vmax, are reduced to one half that of the original. 

3. Order of reaction: When [S] is much less than Km, the velocity of

the reaction is approximately proportional to the substrate con-

c e n t ration (Figure 5.10). The rate of reaction is then said to be

first order with respect to substra t e. When [S] is much gr e a t e r

than Km, the velocity is constant and equal to Vm a x. The rate of

reaction is then independent of substrate concentration, and is

said to be zero order with respect to substrate concentration (see

Figure 5.10). 

D. Lineweaver-Burk plot

When vo is plotted against [S], it is not always possible to determine

when Vmax has been achieved, because of the gradual upward slope

of the hyperbolic curve at high substrate concentrations. However, if

1/vo is plotted versus 1/[S], a straight line is obtained (Figure 5.11).

This plot, the Lineweaver-Burk plot (also called a double-reciprocal

plot) can be used to calculate Km and Vmax, as well as to determine

the mechanism of action of enzyme inhibitors.

1. The equation describing the Lineweaver-Burk plot is:

where the intercept on the x axis is equal to -1/Km, and the inter-

cept on the y axis is equal to 1/Vmax.
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VII.  INHIBITION OF ENZYME ACTIVITY

A ny substance that can diminish the velocity of an enzyme-catalyze d

reaction is called an inhibitor. Irreve r s i ble inhibitors bind to enzymes

through covalent bonds. Reve r s i ble inhibitors bind to enzymes through

n o n c ovalent bonds, thus dilution of the enzyme-inhibitor complex results

in dissociation of the reve r s i bly bound inhibitor, and recove ry of enzyme

a c t i v i t y. The two most commonly encountered types of reve r s i ble inhibi-

tion are competitive and noncompetitive.

A. Competitive inhibition

This type of inhibition occurs when the inhibitor binds reversibly to

the same site that the substrate would normally occupy and, there-

fore, competes with the substrate for that site.

1. Effect on Vmax: The effect of a competitive inhibitor is reversed by

increasing [S]. At a sufficiently high substrate concentration, the

reaction velocity reaches the Vm a x o b s e rved in the absence of

inhibitor (Figure 5.12).

2. Effect on Km: A competitive inhibitor increases the apparent Km for

a given substrate. This means that, in the presence of a competi-

tive inhibitor, more substrate is needed to achieve 1⁄2 Vmax.

3. E f fect on the Linew e av e r-Burk plot: C o m p e t i t i ve inhibition show s

a chara c t e ristic Linewe ave r - B u rk plot in which the plots of the

inhibited and uninhibited reactions intersect on the y axis at 1/Vm a x

( Vm a x is unchanged). The inhibited and uninhibited reactions show

d i f ferent x axis intercepts, indicating that the apparent Km i s

increased in the presence of the competitive inhibitor because it

m oves closer to zero from a negative value (see Figure 5.12).
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4. Statin drugs as examples of competitive inhibitors: This group

of antihyperlipidemic agents competitively inhibits the first commit-

ted step in cholesterol synthesis. This reaction is catalyzed by

hydroxymethylglutaryl CoA reductase (HMG CoA reductase, see

p. 219). Statin dru g s, such as atorvastatin (Lipitor) and simva s-

tatin (Zocor)1 are stru c t u ral analogs of the natural substrate fo r

this enzyme, and compete effectively to inhibit HMG CoA reduc -

t a s e. By doing so, they inhibit d e n ovo cholesterol synthesis,

thereby lowering plasma cholesterol levels (Figure 5.13). 

B. Noncompetitive inhibition

This type of inhibition is recognized by its chara c t e ristic effect on Vm a x

(Figure 5.14). Noncompetitive inhibition occurs when the inhibitor and

s u b s t rate bind at d i f ferent sites on the enzyme. The noncompetitive

inhibitor can bind either free enzyme or the ES complex, thereby pre-

venting the reaction from occurring (Figure 5.15).

1. Effect on Vmax: Noncompetitive inhibition cannot be overcome by

increasing the concentration of substra t e. Thus, noncompetitive

inhibitors decrease the apparent Vmax of the reaction. 

2. Effect on Km: Noncompetitive inhibitors do not interfere with the

binding of substrate to enzyme. Thus, the enzyme shows the

same Km in the presence or absence of the noncompetitive

inhibitor.

3 . E f fect on Linew e av e r-Burk plot: Noncompetitive inhibition is read-

ily differentiated from competitive inhibition by plotting 1/vo versus

1/[S] and noting that the apparent Vmax decreases in the presence

of a noncompetitive inhibitor, whereas Km is unchanged (see

Figure 5.14).

4. Examples of noncompetitive inhibitors: Some inhibitors act by

fo rming covalent bonds with specific groups of enzymes. Fo r
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ex a m p l e, lead fo rms covalent bonds with the sulfhy d ryl side chains

of cysteine in proteins. The binding of the heavy metal shows non-

c o m p e t i t i ve inhibition. Fe r r o c h e l a t a s e, an enzyme that catalyze s

the insertion of Fe2 + into protoporp hy rin (a precursor of heme, see

p. 277), is an example of an enzyme sensitive to inhibition by lead.

Other examples of noncompetitive inhibition are certain insecti-

c i d e s, whose neurotoxic effects are a result of their irreve r s i bl e

binding at the catalytic site of the enzyme a c e t y l c h o l i n e s t e ra s e ( a n

enzyme that cleaves the neurotra n s m i t t e r, acetylcholine. 

C. Enzyme inhibitors as drugs

At least one half of the ten most commonly dispensed drugs in the

United States act as enzyme inhibitors. For example, the widely pre-

scribed β-lactam antibiotics, such as penicillin and amoxicillin,2 act

by inhibiting enzymes involved in bacterial cell wall synthesis. Drugs

may also act by inhibiting extracellular reactions. This is illustrated

by angiotensin-conve rting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors. They lowe r

blood pressure by blocking the enzyme that cleaves angiotensin I to

form the potent vasoconstrictor, angiotensin II.3 These drugs, which

include captopril, enalapril, and lisinopril, cause vasodilation and a

resultant reduction in blood pressure.

VIII.  REGULATION OF ENZYME ACTIVITY

The regulation of the reaction velocity of enzymes is essential if an
organism is to coordinate its numerous metabolic processes. The rates

of most enzymes are responsive to changes in substrate concentration,
because the intracellular level of many substrates is in the range of the

Km. Thus, an increase in substrate concentration prompts an increase
in reaction ra t e, which tends to return the concentration of substra t e

toward normal. In addition, some enzymes with specialized regulatory
functions respond to allosteric effectors or covalent modification, or they

show altered rates of enzyme synthesis (or degradation) when physio-
logic conditions are changed.

A. Allosteric binding sites

A l l o s t e ric enzymes are regulated by molecules called effectors (also
modifiers) that bind noncovalently at a site other than the active site.

These enzymes are composed of multiple subu n i t s, and the regula-
t o ry site that binds the effector may be located on a subunit that is

not itself catalytic. The presence of an allosteric effector can alter the
affinity of the enzyme for its substra t e, or modify the maximal cat-

alytic activity of the enzyme, or both. Effectors that inhibit enzyme
activity are termed negative effe c t o r s, whereas those that increase

enzyme activity are called positive effe c t o r s. Allosteric enzymes usu-
ally contain multiple subu n i t s, and frequently catalyze the committed

step early in a pathway.

1 . H o m o t ropic effe c t o rs : When the substrate itself serves as an

e f fe c t o r, the effect is said to be homotropic. Most often, an

a l l o s t e ric substrate functions as a positive effe c t o r. In such a

c a s e, the presence of a substrate molecule at one site on the
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enzyme enhances the catalytic properties of the other substrate-

binding sites—that is, their binding sites exhibit coopera t i v i t y.

These enzymes show a sigmoidal curve when reaction ve l o c i t y

( vo) is plotted against substrate concentration [S] (Figure 5.16).

This contrasts with the hyperbolic curve characteristic of enzymes

fo l l owing Michaelis-Menten kinetics, as previously discussed.

[Note: The concept of cooperativity of substrate binding is analo-

gous to the binding of oxygen to hemoglobin.] Positive and nega-

t i ve effectors of allosteric enzymes can affect either the Vm a x o r

the Km, or both (see Figure 5.16).

2. Heterotropic effectors: The effector may be different from the sub-

s t ra t e, in which case the effect is said to be heterotropic. Fo r

ex a m p l e, consider the fe e d b a ck inhibition s h own in Figure 5.17.

The enzyme that converts D to E has an allosteric site that binds

the end-product, G. If the concentration of G increases (for exam-

ple, because it is not used as rapidly as it is synthesized), the first

i r r eve r s i ble step unique to the pathway is typically inhibited.

Fe e d b a ck inhibition provides the cell with a product it needs by

regulating the flow of substrate molecules through the pathway

that synthesizes that product. Heterotropic effectors are com-

monly encountered, for example, the glycolytic enzyme phospho -

f ru c t o k i n a s e is allosterically inhibited by citra t e, which is not a

substrate for the enzyme (see p. 97).

B. Regulation of enzymes by covalent modification

Many enzymes may be regulated by covalent modification, most fre-

quently by the addition or removal of phosphate groups from specific

serine, threonine, or tyrosine residues of the enzyme. Protein phos-

phorylation is recognized as one of the primary ways in which cellu-

lar processes are regulated.

1. P h o s p h o rylation and dephosphory l a t i o n : P h o s p h o rylation reac-

tions are catalyzed by a family of enzymes called protein kinases

that use adenosine triphosphate (ATP) as a phosphate donor.

Phosphate groups are cleaved from phosphorylated enzymes by

the action of phosphoprotein phosphatases (Figure 5.18).

2. Response of enzyme to phosphorylation: Depending on the spe-

cific enzyme, the phosphorylated form may be more or less active

than the unphosphorylated enzyme. For ex a m p l e, phosphory l a-

tion of glycogen phosphorylase (an enzyme that degrades glyco-

gen) increases activity, whereas the addition of phosphate to

glycogen synthase (an enzyme that synthesizes glycogen)

decreases activity (see p. 132). 

C. Induction and repression of enzyme synthesis

The regulatory mechanisms described above modify the activity of

existing enzyme molecules. Howeve r, cells can also regulate the

amount of enzyme present—usually by altering the rate of enzyme

s y n t h e s i s. The increase (induction) or decrease (repression) of

enzyme synthesis leads to an alteration in the total population of

a c t i ve sites. [Note: The efficiency of existing enzyme molecules is not

a f fected.] Enzymes subject to regulation of synthesis are often those

that are needed at only one stage of development or under selected
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p hysiologic conditions. For ex a m p l e, elevated levels of insulin as a

result of high blood glucose levels cause an increase in the synthesis

of key enzymes invo l ved in glucose metabolism (see p. 97). In con-

t rast, enzymes that are in constant use are usually not regulated by

a l t e ring the rate of enzyme synthesis. Alterations in enzyme levels as

a result of induction or repression of protein synthesis are slow

(hours to days), compared with allosterically regulated changes in

enzyme activity, which occur in seconds to minu t e s. Figure 5.19 sum-

m a ri zes the common ways that enzyme activity is regulated.

IX.  ENZYMES IN CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS

Plasma enzymes can be classified into two major groups. First, a rela-

t i vely small group of enzymes are actively secreted into the blood by

c e rtain cell types. For ex a m p l e, the liver secretes zymogens (inactive

precursors) of the enzymes invo l ved in blood coagulation. Second, a

large number of enzyme species are released from cells during normal

cell turnover. These enzymes almost always function intracellularly, and

have no physiologic use in the plasma. In healthy individuals, the levels

of these enzymes are fa i rly constant, and represent a steady state in

which the rate of release from damaged cells into the plasma is bal-

anced by an equal rate of removal of the enzyme protein from the

plasma. The presence of elevated enzyme activity in the plasma may
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indicate tissue damage that is accompanied by increased release of

intracellular enzymes (Figure 5.20).

Plasma is the fluid, noncellular part of bl o o d .

Laboratory assays of enzyme activity most often

use serum, which is obtained by centrifugation of

whole blood after it has been allowed to coagu-

l a t e. Plasma is a physiologic fluid, whereas

serum is prepared in the laboratory. 

A. Alteration of plasma enzyme levels in disease states

M a ny diseases that cause tissue damage result in an increased

release of intracellular enzymes into the plasma. The activities of

many of these enzymes are routinely determined for diagnostic pur-

poses in diseases of the heart, liver, skeletal muscle, and other tis-

sues. The level of specific enzyme activity in the plasma frequently

correlates with the extent of tissue damage. Thus, determining the

degree of elevation of a particular enzyme activity in the plasma is

often useful in evaluating the prognosis for the patient.

B. Plasma enzymes as diagnostic tools

Some enzymes show relatively high activity in only one or a few tis-

sues. The presence of increased levels of these enzymes in plasma

thus reflects damage to the corresponding tissue. For example, the

enzyme alanine aminotransferase (ALT, see p. 248) is abundant in

the liver. The appearance of elevated levels of ALT in plasma signals

p o s s i ble damage to hepatic tissue. Increases in plasma levels of

enzymes with a wide tissue distribution provide a less specific indi-

cation of the site of cellular injury. This lack of tissue specificity limits

the diagnostic value of many plasma enzymes.

C. Isoenzymes and diseases of the heart

Most isoenzymes (also called isozymes) are enzymes that catalyze

the same reaction. However, they do not necessarily have the same

physical properties because of genetically determined differences in

amino acid sequence. For this reason, isoenzymes may contain dif-

ferent numbers of charged amino acids and may, therefore, be sepa-

rated from each other by electrophoresis (Figure 5.21). Diffe r e n t

organs frequently contain chara c t e ristic proportions of diffe r e n t

i s o e n z y m e s. The pattern of isoenzymes found in the plasma may,

therefore, serve as a means of identifying the site of tissue damage.

For ex a m p l e, the plasma levels of creatine kinase (C K) are com-

monly determined in the diagnosis of myocardial infarction. T h ey are

p a rt i c u l a rly useful when the electrocardiogram is difficult to interp r e t ,

such as when there have been previous episodes of heart disease.

1. Q u a t e r n a ry structure of isoenzymes: M a ny isoenzymes contain

d i f ferent subunits in va rious combinations. For ex a m p l e, c r e a t i n e

kinase occurs as three isoenzymes. Each isoenzyme is a dimer

composed of two polypeptides (called B and M subunits) associ-
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ated in one of three combinations: CK1 = BB, CK2 = MB, and

CK3 = MM. Each C K isoenzyme shows a chara c t e ristic elec-

trophoretic mobility (see Figure 5.21).

2. D i agnosis of myo c a rdial infarc t i o n : M yocardial muscle is the only

tissue that contains more than five percent of the total C K a c t i v i t y

as the C K 2 (MB) isoenzyme. Appearance of this hy b rid isoenzyme

in plasma is virtually specific for infarction of the myo c a r d i u m .

Fo l l owing an acute myocardial infarction, this isoenzyme appears

a p p r oximately four to eight hours fo l l owing onset of chest pain,

reaches a peak of activity at approximately 24 hours and returns to

baseline after 48 to 72 hours (Figure 5.22). 

3. Newest markers for myo c a rdial infarc t i o n : Troponin T and troponin

I are regulatory proteins invo l ved in myocardial contra c t i l i t y. They

are released into the plasma in response to cardiac damage.

Cardiac troponin I (cTnI) is highly sensitive and specific for damage

to cardiac tissue. cTnI appears in plasma within 4 to 6 hours after a

myocardial infarction, peaks in 8 to 28 hours, and remains eleva t e d

for 3 to 10 day s. Elevated serum troponins are more predictive of

a d verse outcomes in unstable angina or myocardial infarction than

the conventional assay of C K 2.

X.  CHAPTER SUMMARY

Enzymes are protein catalysts that increase the velocity of a chemical

reaction by lowering the energy of the transition state. Enzymes are not

consumed during the reaction they catalyze. Enzyme molecules contain

a special pocket or cleft called the active site. The active site contains

amino acid side chains that create a three-dimensional surface comple-

mentary to the substrate. The active site binds the substrate, forming an

e n z y m e - s u b s t rate (ES) complex. ES is conve rted to enzyme-product

(EP), which subsequently dissociates to enzyme and product. An

enzyme allows a reaction to proceed rapidly under conditions prevailing

in the cell by providing an alternate reaction pathway with a lower free

energy of activation. The enzyme does not change the free energies of

the reactants or products and, therefore, does not change the equilib-

rium of the reaction. Most enzymes show Michaelis-Menten kinetics,

and a plot of the initial reaction velocity, vo, against substrate concentra-

tion, [S], has a hyperbolic shape similar to the oxygen dissociation

c u rve of myoglobin. A ny substance that can diminish the velocity of

such enzyme-catalyzed reactions is called an inhibitor. The two most

commonly encountered types of reve r s i ble inhibition are competitive

(which increases the apparent Km) and noncompetitive (which

decreases the apparent Vm a x). In contrast, the mu l t i - s u bunit allosteri c

enzymes frequently show a sigmoidal curve similar in shape to the oxy-

gen dissociation curve of hemoglobin. They are frequently found cat-

alyzing the committed (rate-limiting) step(s) of a pathway. Allosteri c

enzymes are regulated by molecules called effectors (also modifiers)

that bind noncovalently at a site other than the active site. Effectors can

be either positive (accelerate the enzyme-catalyzed reaction) or nega-

tive (slow down the reaction). An allosteric effector can alter the affinity

of the enzyme for its substrate, modify the maximal catalytic activity of

the enzyme, or both.
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Correct answer = A. In the presence of a competi-

tive inhibitor, an enzyme appears to have a lower

affinity for substrate, but as the substrate level is

increased, the observed velocity approaches

Vm a x. (See panel B of Figures 5.12 and 5.14 to

compare effects of competitive and noncompeti-

tive inhibitors.) 

Correct answer = B. Coenzymes-cosubstrates are
small organic molecules that associate transiently
with an enzyme and leave the enzyme in a
changed form. Coenzyme-prosthetic groups are
small organic molecules that associate perma-
nently with an enzyme and are returned to their
original form by the enzyme. Cofactors are metal
ions. Heterotropic effectors are not substrates.

Correct answer = D. The CK isoenzyme pattern at
admission showed elevated MB isozyme, indicat-
ing that the patient had experienced a myocardial
infarction in the previous 12 to 24 hours. [Note: 48
to 64 hours after an infarction, the MB isozyme
would have returned to normal values.] On day 2,
12 hours after the cardioconversions, the MB
isozyme had decreased, indicating no further
damage to the heart . However, the patient
showed an increased MM isozyme after cardio-
conversion. This suggests damage to muscle,
probably a result of the convulsive muscle con-
tractions caused by repeated cardioconversion.
Angina is typically the result of transient spasms
in the vasculature of the heart, and would not be
expected to lead to tissue death that results in
elevation in serum creatine kinase.

Study Questions

Choose the ONE correct answer

5.1 In cases of ethylene glycol poisoning and its character-

istic metabolic acidosis, treatment involves correction of

the acidosis, removal of any remaining ethylene glycol,

and administration of an inhibitor of alcohol dehydroge-

nase (ADH, alcohol:NAD+ oxidoreductase) the enzyme

that oxidizes ethylene glycol to the organic acids that

cause the acidosis. Ethanol (grain alcohol) frequently is

the inhibitor given to treat ethylene glycol poisoning; it

works by competitively inhibiting ADH. As a competitive

inhibitor, ethanol:

A. increases apparent Km without affecting Vmax.

B. decreases apparent Km without affecting Vmax.

C. increases apparent Vmax without affecting Km.

D. decreases apparent Vmax without affecting Km.

E. decreases both apparent Vmax and apparent Km.

5.2 ADH requires NAD+ for catalytic activity. In the reaction

catalyzed by ADH, an alcohol is oxidized to an alde-

hyde as NAD+ is reduced to NADH and dissociates

from the enzyme. The NAD+ is functioning as a (an):

A. apoenzyme.

B. coenzyme-cosubstrate.

C. coenzyme-prosthetic group.

D. cofactor.

E. heterotropic effector.

5.3 A 70-year-old man was admitted to the emergency

room with a twelve-hour history of chest pain. Serum

creatine kinase (CK) activity was measured at admis-

sion (day 1) and once daily (Figure 5.24). On day 2

after admission, he experienced cardiac arrhythmia,

which was terminated by three cycles of electric cardio-

conversion, the latter two at maximum energy. [Note:

Cardioconversion is performed by placing two paddles,

twelve cm in diameter, in firm contact with the chest

wall and applying a short electric voltage.] Normal car-

diac rhythm was reestablished. He had no recurrence

of arrhythmia over the next several days. His chest pain

subsided and he was released on day 10. Which one of

the following is most consistent with the data pre-

sented?

A. The patient had a myocardial infarction 48 to 64

hours prior to admission.

B. The patient had a myocardial infarction on day 2.

C. The patient had angina prior to admission.

D. The patient had damage to his skeletal muscle on

day 2.

E. The data do not permit any conclusion concerning

myocardial infarction prior to, or after, admission to

the hospital.
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